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On the sward below Stirling Castle, the
knights were preparing to joust. The
children searched among them to find
Brodric’s father and ask him for straw. They
picked their way carefully, as the droppings
from dozens of horses were scattered
across the grass. They held their noses to
avoid breathing in the horrible smell of the
steaming manure.
“Why do you think the King winked at
us?” Brodric asked Morna.
“It was when he said we should make a
soft landing-place for the Wizard Damian,”
Morna replied.
“Using straw,” Brodric went on, “or…”
“Or,” Morna finished the sentence,
“…some other soft substance as may be
lying about the ground.”
Suddenly the children stopped still.
And looked down at their feet.
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2019 Autumn - New Books

An Illustrated Treasury of
Scottish Castle Legends
stories by Theresa Breslin
Illustrations by Kate Leiper
• A highly anticipated third book in the much-loved Scottish treasuries
range, illustrated by Kate Greenaway Medal-longlisted artist Kate
Leiper
• Sumptuous stories by Theresa Breslin — winner of the Carnegie Medal
and the Scottish Book Trust Outstanding Achievement Award 2019
• Features legends from the iconic castles of Scotland, including
Edinburgh, Glamis, Dunvegan, Stirling, Eilean Donan and more
• A wonderful gift, at a great price point, this stunning book brings
history, place and story alive for all who read it

Also by Theresa Breslin and Kate Leiper:

‘Stunning’
Julia Donaldson

‘A rare delight’
debi gliori

‘Sublime’
the guardian

A beautifully illustrated collection of
classic myths and legends from Scotland
Theresa Breslin is a multi-award-winning author
of over 50 books for children and young adults.
She lives near Glasgow, Scotland and is a regular
visitor at book festivals and schools.
Kate Leiper is a fine artist and illustrator based in
Edinburgh. Kate is also the illustrator of The Book
of the Howlat and A Wee Bird Was Watching.

278 x 216 mm | colour illustrations | 176pp | 978-178250-595-2 | hardback | £14.99 | Age 6-12 | 18 July 2019
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‘A glorious collection of
traditional stories. The perfect gift.’
vivian french

‘The illustrations are mesmerising...
Simply stunning.’
catherine rayner

Happy-Ever-afters, like families,
come in all shapes and sizes
I pick up a handful of stones and chuck the whole lot at the
lamppost as hard as I can. There’s a slow-motion moment
as I watch them fly on towards the row of cars behind, and
a sick feeling in the pit of my stomach builds as I realise
what’s going to happen.
Why-oh-why do I never see these things coming?
I close my eyes. I don’t want to watch.
There’s a loud rattling of stones off a car door, and a
smashing of glass. When I finally open my eyes I see big
dents in the door of the car at the end of the row, and long
spiderweb cracks in both side windows. My mouth is dry with
dread and my brain’s whirring round and round, but it’s not
sending any instructions to my feet to get them to move.
Do something! Get out of here before someone sees you!
I try to override my brain’s controls, but the pilot’s not
listening and I’m frozen in horror, waiting for all hell to
break loose.
It doesn’t take long. The car park’s right across from the
staffroom, and the teachers are all staring out of the
windows. Mr Patel and the head teacher are already
marching towards me.

“Jamie Lee!” the head teacher bellows. “Come here right
now!”
Uh-oh. My feet are itching. I know that feeling well, and I
try to ignore it, but it won’t go away. It just keeps building
and building till it feels like my legs are burning.
“Why do you never stop and THINK before you do something
stupid?” Mr Patel yells when sees the mess I’ve made of
his car.
Now is not the time to run away. Now’s the time to stand
and face what I’ve done. But before I can tell that to my
feet, they’re off and I’m running through the playground,
ignoring the ringing bell and the jeers of the other kids
who can tell I’ve got myself into trouble again. We’re not
allowed out of the school gates during class hours, so of
course that’s exactly where I’m headed.
I have to get away. I have to be on my own so I can try
to make sense of all the white noise fogging up my
head and making it hard to think straight. I have to
hide away from the whole world so I can try to
keep out of trouble for just five minutes.
It’s lonely being so bad all the time.

2019 Autumn - New Books

The Boy with the
Butterfly Mind
Victoria Williamson
• A moving and uplifting story from Victoria Williamson, author of the
critically acclaimed The Fox Girl and the White Gazelle
• An honest and positive depiction of a young person living with ADHD
• Protagonists Jamie and Elin discover that, just like families, happyever-afters come in all shapes and sizes
Jamie wants to be normal, but his ADHD doesn't make it easy.
Elin wants to be perfect, so her dad will come back to live with her. Sparks
fly as their two families blend, but then they discover that perhaps there's
no such thing as 'normal' after all.

Also by
Victoria Williamson:

• 2019 Branford Boase Longlist
• 2019 Empathy Lab book list
• Honoured by United States Board
on Books for Young People (USSBY)

‘Traverses borders, race, ethnicity, and
religion.’ – kirkus reviews (starred review)
‘A touching, thought-provoking
adventure.’ – the bookseller

An inspiring story of acceptance,
blended families and being yourself
Victoria Williamson has taught science and
teacher training in Cameroon and Malawi, and
children with special needs in the UK. Her first
novel, the USBBY-honoured The Fox Girl and the
White Gazelle is included in the 2019 Read for
Empathy collection and has been longlisted for
the Branford Boase Award.

198 x 130 mm | 224pp | 978-178250-600-3 | hardback | £9.99 | Age 10-12 | 12 September 2019
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Gail was eating cornflakes when her shadow
disappeared. She didn’t even really like
cornflakes. It happened, she thought, between
the third and fourth mouthful. She watched
the shadow slip under the kitchen door,
rippling like an eel into the garden, leaving
Gail with an itch in her right foot and a dribble
of milk on her chin. She wasn’t surprised.
Everything was falling apart, including her.
And it was all Kay’s fault.
Kay was Gail’s sister. She was three years, four
months and seven days older than Gail. She
had two seaweed-green stripes in her twisty
hair, a gold hoop in her nose and teeth so
crooked they looked like they’d been caught
mid-somersault. She’d been the best swimmer
on the island ever since she first learned
backstroke. But now she was sinking.
Gail pressed her face to the window and saw
her shadow flicker through the grass. It was
the morning of her twelfth birthday and it felt

nothing like it should. Her dad had left two
months ago, her mum was headed to work
and Kay was in bed. Like she always was, now.
“Take this up to your sister, Gail honey.” Her
mum slid a plate of toast in front of her.
Gail scowled. It was her birthday; Kay should
be bringing her breakfast.
“Guess what, Mum? My shadow’s disappeared.”
“What’s that, honey?” Her mum glanced
towards the ceiling as the toilet flushed
upstairs.
“It went right under the door. I saw it in the
garden.”
The wrinkles around her mum’s dark eyes
trembled as she forced a smile. “Is that right,
honey? That sounds interesting. You’ll tell me
all about it later, won’t you?” She rooted in
her handbag for the keys. “Remember Kay’s
toast.”

2019 Autumn - New Books

The Girl Who
Lost Her Shadow
Emily Ilett
• A poignant, emotionally intelligent middle-grade novel about how it
feels when a close family member has depression, and about searching
for our sense of self
• Emily Ilett, winner of the 2017 Kelpies Prize, is an arresting, vital new
voice in children’s literature
• A beautifully written, lyrical story which blends real issues with a hint
of fantasy, perfect for readers aged 10 and up
• A story of sisterhood, exploring the boundaries of emotional
independence inside close family bonds
On the morning of Gail’s birthday, she watches her shadow slip under the
kitchen door. She’s not surprised it decided to leave. Her dad has gone
for good. Her big sister Kay, once Gail’s best friend, has disappeared into
sadness — and now her shadow has left too.
Determined to make things right, Gail chases after the shadows. But her
adventures take her to unexpected places.
In a world of light and shadow, hope and despair sit side by side. Can
Gail recover what the sisters have lost?

Kelpies PrizeWinner

A lyrical, immersive and luminous tale of
sisterhood and the power of friendship
Emily Ilett studied at the University of Glasgow
and now works at the Glasgow Women’s Library.
She was awarded the Mairi Hedderwick Writing
for Children Bursary from Moniack Mhor, and was
Children’s Writer in Residence at Wigtown Book
Festival. The Girl Who Lost Her Shadow, her first
novel, won the Kelpies Prize in 2017.

198 x 130 mm | 272pp | 978-178250-607-2 | paperback | £6.99 | Age 10-12 | 26 September 2019
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“Why can’t I go?” asked Aggie.
“I’m as fast as Rob.”
“No,” Mother said. “I need
you here, to help me with the
animals and all the other things
Rob and your Father would
normally do.”
“It’s an important job, lass,”
said Dad.
But Aggie stomped off in a
huff.

•

11

Father and I set off together,

and I had no idea how long
it
would be before I saw my family
again. We walked fast
over soggy bogland, up craggy
hills and across rushing
rivers. I thought I’d be able
to keep up with Father, but
by the third day I was fair done
in and I sank down on a
cairn.
“I’m bone weary, Father. Can
we no stop for a bit?”
He turned, leaning on his long
staff. “I know I’m pushing
ye, lad, but we canna let the
Prince down.”
We stopped off at other townsh
ips like ours to pass on
the news. Father was mostly
welcomed like an old friend.

BON NIE PRINCE CHA RLIE
(1720–1788)

Prince Charles was King James
VII’s grandson.
• He grew up in Rome in a
palace
owned by the Pope.
• His full name was Charles Edward
Louis Philip Casimir Stuart.
His father called him Carlucc
io.
Many people at the time called
him the Young Pretender (from
the French Prétendant = claiman
to the throne). He has becomet
known in history as Bonnie
BONNIE PRINCE CHARLIE
Prince Charlie.
• He was only 24 years old
when he fought against the British
government to put the Stuart
royal
Edward Stuart (known as the family, and his father James
Old Pretender), back on the
throne.

•
•

In 1745 he set sail for Britain
After a fierce battle with the with a French army and weapons.
Royal Navy, his battleship, army
and weapons were forced to return
to France. But Prince Charles
was determined to continue.

His boat landed on the Western
Isles on 23rd July 1745,
headed for mainland Scotlan
d. The Jacobite Rising of ’45 and
begun.
had

12
13

Take a journey through time to find out:
• Who was Bonnie Prince Charlie and why was a young man
from Italy leading the fight for the British crown?

The second book in the new series
introducing young readers to fascinating,
fact-Tastic Scottish history.

• How did the Jacobite Risings change Scotland for ever?
• How can you turn a kilt into a sleeping bag?
• What really happened at the Battle of Culloden?
• And much, much more!

Fact-tastic Stories from Scotland’s History

story by Linda Strachan
Illustrations by Darren Gate

2019 Autumn - New Books

The Dangerous Lives
of the Jacobites

New in
Series

• Second book in the brilliant series which blends intriguing facts and
engaging fiction to bring the most exciting, gruesome and crucial
moments of Scottish history alive for young readers
• Each easy-to-read chapter mixes Rob and Aggie’s stories with
timelines, maps, diagrams and illustrations to create a fact-tastic tale
• From the award-winning author of more than sixty books for children
• Illustrated by Kelpies Illustration Prize-winner Darren Gate
• Everything you need to know about the Jacobite Risings

More Fact-tastic stories:

‘Short, accessible and
extremely informative...
Essential reading for every
Scottish pupil.' — Simon Lamb,

North of Scotland Newspapers

Discover the world of the Jacobites in the latest
fact-tastic story from Scotland's history
Linda Strachan is the award-wining author
of over sixty books for children, including
the bestselling Hamish McHaggis series and
educational books for reluctant readers.
Darren Gate is an award-winning illustrator
and graphic designer based in Glasgow. He has
illustrated several books for children, including
A Secret Diary of the First World War.

197 x 158 mm | 50 b/w illustrations | 144pp | 978-178250-596-9 | paperback | £6.99 | Age 7-10 | 18 July 2019
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One bright Edinburgh morning, a wee Skye terrier lifted
his nose to the air and sniffed. He knew that smell!
A meaty waft of sizzling sausages drifted down to the
Grassmarket.
The pup leaped up, shaking fleas onto his grubby
straw bed.

2019 Autumn - New Books

Greyfriars Bobby
A Puppy’s Tale

story by Michelle Sloan
Illustrations by Elena Bia
• A charming origins tale for one of Scotland’s best-loved animals
• Delicate illustrations bring the streets and characters of Victorian
Edinburgh to life
• The latest book in the popular Traditional Scottish Tales range
• Greyfriars Bobby is the most photographed statue in Scotland and
a top tourist attraction
This timeless tale of friendship, loyalty and finding a home is perfect
for visitors to Scotland. Historically detailed illustrations from Elena Bia
bring life to a gripping story from author Michelle Sloan. Readers both
young and old will be moved by the story of how Bobby became the
world’s most famous dog.

Also by Michelle Sloan:

A unique, original and beautiful take
on the Greyfriars Bobby story
Michelle Sloan lives with her family in sunny
Broughty Ferry near Dundee, Scotland. She is the
author of The Fourth Bonniest Baby in Dundee,
board book This Bonny Baby and early reader
series The Animal Adventure Club.
Elena Bia is an artist and illustrator based in Turin,
Italy. She is a teacher at the Academy of Fine Art
and Media in Novara, Italy.

242 x 283 mm | colour illustrations | 32pp | 978-178250-590-7 | paperback | £7.99 | Age 4-7 | 20 June 2019
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Pickle did as he was told!
“Good boy, Pickle,” said Isla. “You are my very
best friend, and my brilliant new riding pal.”
After everyone sang Happy Birthday to Rosie,
Isla found Pickle some ‘well-done’ treats.

2019 Autumn - New Books

Isla and Pickle:
The Pony Party
Kate McLelland
• From the illustrator of the bestselling There Was a Wee Lassie Who
Swallowed a Midgie (over 40,000 copies sold)
• Third book in the series about a little girl and her adorable miniature
Shetland pony who always gets into mischief
• Bright and bold illustrations, perfect for 2-5 year olds
One morning Isla and her best friend Pickle receive an exciting invitation.
Isla’s friend Rosie is having a pony party on the beach for her birthday.
There’s just one problem — Isla hasn’t learned to ride yet!
Dad asks Farmer Jess to give Isla some lessons, but learning to ride Pickle
turns out to be trickier than she thought...

More adventures
with Isla & Pickle:

Isla learns to ride Pickle in the latest addition
to the light-hearted series for pony lovers
Kate McLelland is an accomplished illustrator
and printmaker. She trained in illustration at
Edinburgh College of Art. She is the illustrator
of bestselling picture book There Was a Wee
Lassie Who Swallowed a Midgie and the My First
Scottish board book collection.

230 x 240 mm | colour illustrations | 24pp | 978-178250-591-4 | paperback | £5.99 | Age 2-5 | 20 June 2019
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A brand new series for
young animal lovers

Don't miss book 1!

(Animal Adventure Club 2)
story by Michelle Sloan
Illustrations by Hannah George
• Second in the series for young animal lovers and eco-rangers

New in
Series

• Fun, friendship and adventure as four very different children join
together to help their local wildlife

2019 Autumn - New Books

The Baby Otter Rescue

• Starring two adorable baby otters, with an emotional learning message
of teamwork, asking others for help and not keeping worries to yourself
• Includes fun fact files about otters and their conservation
• Accessible and engaging story with black and white illustrations
to encourage emerging readers

Buzz
Isla

Gracie
Lexi

A heart-warming adventure about friendship
and nature, perfect for animal lovers
Michelle Sloan lives with her family in sunny
Broughty Ferry near Dundee, Scotland. She is
also the author of The Fourth Bonniest Baby in
Dundee, This Bonny Baby and Greyfriars Bobby.
Hannah George is a freelance illustrator living
and working on the south coast of England.

198 x 130 mm | 15 b/w illustrations | 104pp | 978-178250-592-1 | paperback | £5.99 | Age 6-10 | 22 August 2019
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2019 Autumn - New books

“I would ask you to to keep your involvement in this case
confidential, Mr Doyle,” McCorkle raised a warning eyebrow.
“Yes, of course,” Artie assured him.
“In that case I will bid you good day,” said the inspector with
a tip of his hat. “I have crimes of the more conventional sort to
deal with, such as a stolen bicycle and a drunken affray at the
docks.” The policeman departed, his heavy boots clomping across
the floor of the museum.
“I say, that’s a bit much, isn’t it?” said Ham. “Expecting us to
solve the crime for him but keeping our part in it a secret.”
“We’re a long way from solving it,” said Artie with a frown.
“Indeed you are,” interjected a voice, “and that’s because you
aren’t approaching it scientifically.”
The boys turned sharply to see a slight figure emerge from its
hiding place behind a pedestal which supported a stuffed albatross.

It was the annoying girl from the mineral room.
“What are you doing sneaking about after us?” Artie inquired,
wondering how she had managed to creep up on them unobserved.
“Yes, did you get tired of drawing rocks?” added Ham.
“Fossils,” the girl corrected him sharply. “When I saw you
being led off by a policeman my interest was piqued, and when
something piques my interest, I pursue it. That is how discoveries
are made.”
“Look, who are you anyway?” Artie demanded.
“My name,” the girl declared, as though it were something to
be proud of, “is Miss Peril Abernethy.”
“Pearl?” said Artie. “You mean like the precious stone?”
“Indeed not,” the girl corrected him. “I spell it P-E-R-I-L, Peril
meaning danger.”

More Artie Conan Doyle Mysteries
The Gravediggers' Club
Artie and Ham investigate a series of robberies carried out by the sinister
Gravediggers' Club. Can they outsmart the villainous Colonel Braxton
Dash?
| 978-178250-353-8 | £6.99

The Vanishing Dragon
A giant mechanical dragon has been stolen from a world-famous
magician. Can Artie discover the culprit of the seemingly impossible theft?

18

| 978-178250-483-2 | £6.99

New in
Series

Robert J. Harris
• Graveyards, dragons and now phantoms! Artie Conan Doyle is the
ultimate boy detective, appealing to all amateur sleuths
• An ingenious detective story full of twists, turns and shocking reveals
set in 19th-century Edinburgh

2019 Autumn - New Books

Artie Conan Doyle and
the Scarlet Phantom

• Introduces a strong new female character to aid the crack detective team
Artie and his best friend Ham are investigating the strange case of an
invisible jewel thief. But there's a rival detective on the case, a paranormal
investigator who claims that only he can capture this 'ghost'.
With the help of their new friend, scientist Peril Abernethy, Artie
and Ham follow a trail of baffling clues and impossible dangers, but
can they catch the Phantom before the invisible fiend pulls off the
greatest robbery in history?

Praise for The Artie Conan Doyle Mysteries:
“I LOVED IT! A perfect combination of a classic
mystery and a new adventure.”
— SHARLEEN CREASEY, Seven Stories

“Brilliant dialogue... fantastic ending.”
— mr ripley's enchanted books

New in the ingenious detective series starring
the young creator of Sherlock Holmes
Robert J. Harris was born in Dundee and now
lives in St Andrews with his wife, sons and his
dog. He is the author of many children’s books,
including zany Norse-god trilogy The World’s
Gone Loki! And two other books in the Artie
Conan Doyle series.

198 x 130 mm | 192pp | 978-178250-608-9 | paperback | £6.99 | Age 8-12 | 17 October 2019
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Young Kelpies — Early readers forRecent
6—8 year
olds
Bestsellers

Note: Books are paperback unless specified

An exciting movingparts book based on
real Scottish castles!
Pull up Stirling Castle
portcullis, tunnel out of
Edinburgh Castle dungeons,
and more! Illustrations are
packed with historical detail.
978-178250-562-4 | £9.99 | large hb board book with moving parts

Doodle your way across
Scotland in this bright and
lively activity book that's
bursting with fun scenes to
draw, design and colour.
978-178250-557-0 | £5.99

An inspiring
historical story of
never giving up

978-178250-558-7 | £7.99

20

Activities inspired by
all the things that
make Scotland special

History and legend,
fact and fiction meet
in this exciting and
beautiful picture
book about the life of
Scottish King Robert
the Bruce.

Set in Scotland's
beautiful Outer Hebrides
A heart-warming, lyrical story
with a strong message about
growing up and embracing
new experiences, starring an
adorable baby seal. From the
creator of bestselling Uan the
Little Lamb.
978-178250-554-9 | £5.99

‘Magical, but also very
real and gritty.'
– bookwitch

Best friends Lewis and Rhona
must save the world's last herd
of wild unicorns. Fighting dark
forces and harnessing ancient
magic, can they rescue the
legendary creatures in time?

– Roaring Reads

978-178250-556-3 | £5.99

978-178250-565-5 | £5.99

This warm and fun adventure
story about friendship and
nature is perfect for all animalloving children who enjoy the
Holly Webb and Animal Rescue
books.

978-178250-555-6 | £6.99

‘Delightful and truly
funny.'

‘A searing and fantastic
epic romance.'

– lovereading4kids,
on Thorfinn and the
Awful Invasion

— The Herald

Thorfinn is a nice, polite young
Viking. Can he persuade a
dreadful dragon to help him
win the Shetland Fire Festival
competition?

Recent Bestsellers

‘Perfect for children
embarking on their first
independent reading
journey.’

978-178250-564-8 | £7.99

Tristan and Dylan's epic love
story continues in the final
installment of the awardwinning trilogy.
Film deal with Legendary
Entertainment, creators of
Inception.
All on this page available as eBooks
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Young Kelpies — Early readers for 6—8
year
olds
Core
Backlist
Core
Backlist

My First Scottish...

978-178250-250-0
board book | £5.99

Favourite Scottish Rhymes

978-178250-370-5
hb board book | £5.99

978-178250-511-2
hb board book | £6.99

With
moving
parts!

978-178250-478-8
hb board book | £6.99

978-178250-441-2
hb board book | £5.99
With a
peekaboo
mirror!

‘A great book to
read to toddlers
and a lovely way
to engage with
this popular
Scottish rhyme.'

— the scotsman
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Board Books

978-178250-183-1
board book | £5.99

978-178250-371-2
hb board book | £5.99

978-178250-439-9
hb board book | £6.99

978-178250-465-8
board book | £5.99

CoreBacklist
Backlist
Core

Nessie!

Super Scots Language

Classic
books in
Scots

978-178250-003-2
£5.99

978-086315-953-4
£6.99

978-178250-322-4
£6.99

978-178250-316-3
£6.99

978-178250-466-5
£6.99

978-086315-910-7
£5.99

978-178250-049-0
£5.99

978-178250-254-8
£5.99
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Core
Backlist
Backlist
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Favourite Scottish Animals
2019

978-086315-777-6
£5.99

978-178250-181-7
£6.99

978-178250-554-9
£5.99

978-086315-871-1
£6.99

978-086315-779-0
£6.99

Also
a board
book!

978-086315-952-7
£6.99

978-086315-843-8
£6.99

978-178250-255-5
paperback | £6.99

978-178250-487-0
board book | £5.99

978-178250-477-1
£6.99

CoreBacklist
Backlist
Core

978-178250-508-2
£6.99

978-178250-095-7
£5.99

978-178250-202-9
£5.99

978-178250-369-9
£6.99

978-086315-778-3
£5.99

978-178250-368-2
£6.99

978-178250-421-4
£5.99

978-178250-509-9
£5.99
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Fun Scottish Characters

978-086315-844-5
£6.99

978-086315-805-6
£5.99

978-086315-209-8
£5.99

978-178250-314-9
£5.99

978-178250-475-7
£6.99

978-178250-423-8
£6.99

978-178250-048-3 | £6.99
978-178250-239-5 | book & doll gift set | £14.99

978-086315-995-4
£5.99

CoreBacklist
Backlist
Core

Super Scotland
2019
2019

978-178250-422-1
£5.99

978-178250-479-5
£5.99

978-178250-557-0
£5.99

978-178250-562-4
hb board book | £9.99

978-178250-563-1
£5.00

Stunning Stories
from Scotland's
History

978-178250-512-9
£6.99

978-178250-558-7
£7.99

2019

978-178250-367-5
£6.99
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Core
Backlist
Core
Backlist

Picture Kelpies: Traditional Scottish Tales
Beautiful Scottish Folk and Fairy Tales

978-178250-510-5
£6.99

978-178250-134-3
£6.99

978-178250-252-4
£7.99

978-178250-480-1
£7.99

978-178250-130-5
£6.99

978-178250-117-6
£6.99

978-178250-208-1
£5.99

‘A rare delight.’
— 	debi gliori

‘Captivating.’
— 	julia
donaldson

28

978-086315-907-7
hardback | £14.99

978-178250-195-4
hardback | £14.99

CoreBacklist
Backlist
Core

2019
stories by David MacPhail
Illustrations by Richard Morgan

‘Fabulously funny Viking fiction
for children! Bound to appeal to
audiences of the much loved How to
Train Your Dragon series.'
— Springwell Park Primary School

‘A perfect barrel of laughs for boys
and girls alike.' — Suffolk Libraries

978-178250-158-9
£5.99

978-178250-159-6
£5.99

‘Will be much enjoyed by newly
confident readers... The story,
supported by lively and engaging
illustrations, will keep them reading
and laughing to the end.'
— Carousel

978-178250-229-6
£5.99

978-178250-565-5
£5.99

978-178250-231-9
£5.99

978-178250-233-3
£5.99

978-178250-235-7
£5.99
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Core Backlist

MUSEUM
MYSTERY
SQUAD

stories by alan daprÉ
Illustrations by yuliya somina

978-178250-355-2
£5.99

978-178250-356-9
£5.99

stories by mike nicholson
Illustrations by mike phillips

978-178250-357-6
£5.99

978-178250-361-3
£5.99

978-178250-362-0
£5.99

978-178250-363-7
£5.99

‘Fast-paced and
entertaining.’
— carousel
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978-178250-358-3
£5.99

978-178250-359-0
£5.99

978-178250-360-6
£5.99

978-178250-364-4
£5.99

978-178250-365-1
£5.99

story by gill arbuthnott
Illustrations by darren gate

stories by danny scott
Illustrations by alice a. morentorn

CoreBacklist
Backlist
Core

Perfect for
football fans
and reluctant
readers

‘Short, accessible and
extremely informative...
Essential reading for every
Scottish pupil.'
978-178250-527-3
£6.99

978-178250-263-0
£5.99

978-178250-264-7
£5.99

— North of Scotland
 Newspapers

978-178250-265-4
£5.99

2019

story by michelle sloan
Illustrations by hannah george

978-178250-280-7
£5.99

978-178250-281-4
£5.99

978-178250-282-1
£5.99

‘A brilliant, fun read for
youngsters with an interest
in the great outdoors and
Scotland's wildlife.'
— John K. Fulton, author

978-178250-556-3
£5.99
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All Kelpies available as eBooks

978-178250-492-4
£6.99

978-178250-493-1
£6.99

978-086315-881-0
£6.99

978-086315-882-7
£6.99

978-086315-982-4
£6.99

978-178250-211-1
£6.99

978-086315-883-4
£6.99

978-178250-206-7
£7.99

978-086315-868-1
£8.99

978-178250-017-9
£8.99

978-178250-131-2
£5.99

978-178250-353-8
£6.99

978-178250-483-2
£6.99

978-178250-426-9
£6.99

978-178250-516-7
£6.99

978-178250-149-7
£6.99

978-086315-902-2
£6.99

978-086315-776-9
£6.99

978-086315-877-3
£5.99

978-178250-313-2
£6.99

Core Backlist

All available as eBooks
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Core Backlist

All Kelpies available as eBooks

978-178250-137-4
£6.99

978-178250-138-1
£6.99

978-178250-139-8
£6.99

978-178250-140-4
£6.99

978-086315-758-5
£5.99

978-086315-702-8
£6.99

978-086315-796-7
£5.99

978-086315-865-0
£5.99

‘A great read:
convincingly
narrated, a plot
full of mystery
and suspense,
and a palpable
sense of history.'
– Booktrusted

34

978-086315-983-1
£5.99

2019
Autumn - New Books
Core
Backlist

978-178250-305-7
£6.99

978-178250-306-4
£6.99

978-178250-307-1
£6.99

978-178250-125-1
£6.99

978-178250-519-8
£6.99

‘This is elegant
writing... a pacey,
thoughtful, scary,
exhilarating
read and highly
recommended.'
— the school
librarian
978-086315-956-5
£6.99

978-086315-552-9
£6.99

978-178250-446-7
£6.99

978-178250-304-0
£6.99
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2019
‘Genuinely funny... a
page turner.'
– book trust

‘A new and utterly
inventive take on
the unicorn myth...
Entertaining and
atmospheric'
– Inverness Courier
978-178250-180-0
£6.99

WW1

978-086315-838-4
£5.99

978-178250-354-5
£6.99

978-178250-354-5
£6.99

978-178250-490-0
£6.99

WW2

978-178250-203-6
£5.99

WW1

978-086315-954-1
£6.99

978-178250-111-4
£5.99

978-178250-266-1
£6.99

CoreBacklist
Backlist
Core

‘Written with
great wit and an
abundance of
one-liners... A
great story that
works on every
level.'
– lothian life
978-178250-030-8
£6.99

978-178250-122-0
£5.99

978-178250-262-3
£6.99

978-086315-531-4
£6.99

‘Bound to amuse
and draw in fans
of comic book
characters. You'll
be rooting for
Slugboy.'
– the School 
Librarian
978-178250-008-7
£6.99

978-178250-210-4
£5.99

978-178250-326-2
£6.99

978-086315-668-7
£5.99
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All available as eBooks

2019

978-178250-434-4
£7.99

978-178250-435-1
£7.99

978-178250-564-8
£7.99

978-178250-053-7
£6.99

978-178250-517-4
£7.99

‘A bold and
brilliant debut.'
— keith gray,
author of
ostrich boys
glisted
lon
F

Or
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978-178250-179-4
£6.99

978-178250-352-1
£6.99

978-178250-052-0
£6.99

978-178250-424-5
£7.99

FREE classroom resource packs

• Authors for all ages and stages
• Books covering a range of topics including:
			  Mary, Queen of Scots
			  Jacobites
			  Vikings
			  Romans
			  First and Second World War
			  Scots language and much more!
• Funding available via the Scottish Book
Trust’s Live Literature scheme. Find out
more at www.scottishbooktrust.com/
liveliterature
Contact us to discuss your requirements at
marketing@florisbooks.co.uk!

Looking for exciting and educational book-based class
activities? We’ve got you covered!
Our Features
for Teachers on
DiscoverKelpies.co.uk
include themed activity
packs, discussion points
for your class, puzzles
and much more.

A SEC R ET D I A RY O F

TH E FI R ST
WOR L D WAR
CODE TALKERS

they began to use Nativefield
their codes kept being broken,insotheir
After the USA joined thethewarChoctaw
own language over
to pass messages
American soldiers from baffling anytribe
messages were often
Germans listening in. Written
telephones - completely letters and using
a keyword. As each side worked out how to break
coded by jumbling up the
the other’s codes, more complex ones had to be developed.
letter to replace another. This can be made harder to crack by using
Substitution codes use oneworks:
a keyword. This is how it

Keyword (with no repeated letters)
SCOTLAND

M
Alphabet A B C D E F G H I J K LG H
S C O T L A N D B E F
Code
The remaining letters are
The letters of the keyword
code for the first few letters entered in alphabetical order
X Y Z
N O P Q R S T U VV W
W X Y Z
I J K M P Q R U
DAWN
Message: BOMBARDMENT TO BEGIN AT
TSWI
Becomes: CJHCSPTHLIR RJ CLNBI SR
The letters are then arranged in groups of 5 to disguise words,
giving:
CJHCS PTHLI RRJCL NBISR TSWIJ

Extra ‘nonsense’ letters 5
used to give final group of

It’s very hard to decode the message without the keyword!
Turn over to try it yourself!

Newsletter for Teachers

WIN!

Core Backlist
Kelpies
for Schools and Teachers

Author Events

Be the first to hear about new books, resources
and author events. Sign up now at
DiscoverKelpies.co.uk/schools-and-teachers
for your chance to win a class set of
Robert the Bruce: The King and the Spider!

Special discounts for schools
Want to buy class sets or Kelpies books for your school
library? We know your budgets are tight, so we can help
by giving you money off if you buy direct from us.
Please email us at marketing@florisbooks.co.uk to
discuss your requirements.

www.DiscoverKelpies.co.uk/schools-and-teachers

@DiscoverKelpies

@KelpiesEdge
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Discover
Kelpies
Online
Kelpies
Map
of Scotland

Kelpies Map of Scotland Note: Not all Kelpies have specific locations.
Aberdeenshire
Attack of the Giant Robot Chickens
Black Tide
Ferryman
Firestar
Red Fever
Revenge of the Giant Robot Chickens
You Can’t Play Here!

Max and Zap at the Museum
Mind Blind
Museum Mystery Squad
Ruby McCracken: Tragic Without Magic
Secret Diary of the First World War, A
Silver Storm
Skye the Puffling
Soldier’s Game

Ayrshire & Arran

The Kingdom of Fife

Awkward Autumn of Lily McLean, The
Really Weird Removals.com
Wee Granny's Magic Bag and the Pirates

The Scottish Borders
Accidental Time Traveller, The
First Aid for Fairies and Other Fabled Beasts
Flash the Sheep Dog
Maze Running and other Magical Missions
Reluctant Time Traveller, The
Tale of Tam Linn, The
Unlikely Time Traveller, The
Wishcatchers, The
Witch Silver

Dundee & Angus
Beneath
Fourth Bonniest Baby in Dundee, The
Slugboy Saves the World

Edinburgh & the Lothians
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Artie Conan Doyle Mysteries, The
Catscape
Edinburgh Castle for Kids
Elsewhere Emporium, The
Giant Panda Party, The
It's Only the End of the World
Lewis Clowns Around
Lost at the Zoo

Dark Spell
Day the World Went Loki, The
Harris the Hero
Mary Queen of Scots:
Escape from the Castle
Odin Blew Up My TV!
Thor is Locked in My Garage!

Glasgow & the Clyde
Between the Lies
Blitz Next Door, The
Desperate Journey, The
Devil You Know
Fox Girl and the White Gazelle, The
Ginger Nut
Guardians of the Wild Unicorns
Mixed-Up Summer of Lily McLean, The
Nicking Time
Nowhere Emporium, The
Top-Secret Grandad and Me
Trespassers

The Highlands & Islands
Animal Adventure Club:
The Baby Deer Rescue
The Baby Otter Rescue
Can’t-Dance-Cameron
Desperate Journey, The

Farewell Tour of a Terminal Optimist
Grouse and the Mouse, The
Isla and Pickle
Magnus Fin Trilogy
No Such Thing As Nessie!
Ollie and the Otter
Rowan the Red Squirrel
Speed Bonnie Boat
Spellchasers Trilogy
Storm Singing and other Tangled Tasks
Treasure of the Loch Ness Monster, The
Wings of Ruksh, The
Wolf Notes and Other Musical Mishaps

Outer Hebrides
Island and the Bear, The (Benbecula)
Finn the Little Seal (Uist)
Peg and Uan: Making Friends
Peg the Little Sheepdog
Uan the Little Lamb

Orkney
Boy with the Bronze Axe, The
Six Lives of Fankle the Cat
Wee Seal, The

Perthshire
Hoglet the Spineless Hedgehog
Robert the Bruce:
The King and the Spider
Rocking Horse War

Stirlingshire
Chill
Grimm
Shiver

Shetland
Haki the Shetland Pony
Stranger Came Ashore, A

Shetland
Outer
Hebrides
Aberdeenshire
Highlands
& Islands
Argyll
& Bute
Stirlingshire
Glasgow &
the Clyde
Ayrshire
Dumfries &
Galloway

Dundee
& Angus
Fife

Perthshire

Edinburgh &
the Lothians
Scottish
Borders

Orkney

Are you looking for beautiful
books from around the world?
Look no further than our big
sister, Floris Books, which
specialises in traditionally
styled children's books from
Europe and beyond.

‘A wonderfully uplifting
book about the power of
nature, and coming to
terms with loss.' — Juno

We've included a small
selection of our recent
bestsellers here, and you can
see the full range at
www.FlorisBooks.co.uk.

Floris Books Online

Keep up with the latest news
@FlorisBooks

978-178250-593-8
£16.99 | hardback

‘The ocean looks magical
in these gorgeous
illustrations.'
978-178250-542-6
£10.99 | hardback with jacket

978-178250-602-7
£12.99 | hardback with jacket

— NetGalley Reviewer

978-178250-559-4
£12.99 | hardback with jacket

978-178250-599-0
£12.99 | hardback with jacket

978-178250-561-7
£12.99 | hardback with jacket

Beautiful Books from around the World

Picture Books from Floris Books
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www.discoverkelpies.co.uk

ISBN 978-178250-625-6

9

781782 506256

Kelpies is an imprint of Floris Books
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